Comparison of Feature Selection Techniques for Spam Email Classification
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Abstract:
Dimension reduction is problem pointing towards reducing high number of features in the dataset. Some of these features are irrelevant or redundant, may leads to inefficient model for classification. Dimension reduction using feature selection allows selecting minimal subset of features that are relevant to target concept for building efficient learning models. Email message is semi-structure, multidimensional in nature and represented by a large number of features. Directly applying classification makes learning intractable. This paper aims to target comparison of various feature selection techniques for email data. In our approach we have used only email header to find best subset of features. The resultant subsets of headers are used for email classification.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Email is preferred to use as quickest method of communication. Increasing number of emails in inbox causes inbox congestion. There are some emails in inbox which are very useful, at the same time some emails are useless. These unwanted emails are called as bulk or unsolicited commercial e-mails are curse of email communication. This result into consumption of bandwidth and inbox space. It is therefore required to separate emails into Spam and non-spam. When classifying email, this data contained in messages are very complex, multidimensional, or represented by a large number of features. Directly applying classification makes learning intractable. Feature selection standard method use to reduce feature dimensionality. Feature selection allows selecting minimal number of features to build model for target concept. Feature selection helps to derive subset of features that are more efficient for classification. It is reported that feature selection can improve the efficiency and accuracy of text classification algorithms by removing redundant and irrelevant terms from the corpus [1]. Most of the research for feature selection on email data is addressed by using message content as features. In this technique words (text) are referred as features. Email header consists of various attributes. In our approach we have used only header field to find potential useful subset of features for email data. Various feature selection techniques are applied on email data. The resultant subsets of features are used for email classification. The effectiveness of features is represented using Accuracy. This paper is organized as follows. First section describes concept and process of feature selection. Next section discusses the empirical result and comparison of various feature selection techniques.

II. FEATURE SELECTION

Feature selection refers to the problem of dimensionality reduction which allows selecting minimal number of features to build model for target concept. Feature selection helps to derive subset of features that are more efficient for classification. Feature selection reduces the number of features by eliminating features, weighting features or Normalizing features.[2] in his paper described the potential benefits of feature selection techniques as follows,

1. Feature selection facilitate data understanding
2. Reduced the measurement
3. Reduced storage requirement
4. Reduced computational processing time
5. Reduced dimensionality of data
6. Improves classification performance

We mean by the term feature selection in our approach is : To retain only those features that are meaningful- "those help to build "good" classifier for email data classification.

III. FEATURE SELECTION PROCSS

There are four basic steps in a typical feature selection method [3]

1. A feature subset generation
2. An evaluation function to evaluate the subset under given condition.
3. A stopping criterion to decide when to stop and
4. A validation procedure to check whether the subset is valid.

Feature selection methods are broadly divided into filter and wrapper approaches. The filter model relies on some intrinsic characteristics of data to select features without involving classification learning; the wrapper model typically uses a classifier to evaluate feature quality. Wrapper model is computationally expensive than filter model and derived features are more biased towards classifier used.

IV. RELATED WORK

Email is a combination of structured and unstructured field. Structure part of email consists of email header whereas body of email is considering as unstructured part. Most of the researcher focuses email classification by using body of message as feature. The contents of message body are scan
and term or phrase based approach is used to derive feature from body text. Comparison of various feature selection techniques has been done on various dataset and it suggest that each method is best for some but not for all. [4] Proposed to reduce the feature sets using a simple univariate filter before applying clustering. chi-squared metric is used to select important words from text; [5] used Bayesian classifier using features like sender address, domain type, body and subject to classify spam and non spam and showed 100% accuracy in the result. [6] has classified email considering content based feature. For that they have considered subject, body, and from field to classify email into spam and non spam. They have compared different algorithm such as SVM, KNN, NN, AIS (Artificial immune system) RS (rough sets) for performance evaluation on the Spam Assassin spam corpus. It is showed that Naïve bayes and rough sets methods has a very satisfying performance among the other methods. [7] has used header fields received, date, time, IP address for detection of spam emails and compared the performance of C4.5 Decision Tree (DT), Support Vector Machine (SVM), Multilayer Perception (MP), Nave Bays (NB), Bayesian Network (BN), and Random Forest (RF). RF classifier outperform among all classifiers. [8] used email message body and other features number of email sent-received, type and size, and compared AdaboostM1 and instance selection method (ISM), K mean cluster, with Random Forest.

V. OUR APPROACH FEATURE SELECTION

1. Input : Email corpus
2. Extract Email headers
3. Apply feature selection techniques
4. Generate feature subset and select top efficient (60%) features
5. Apply classification techniques
6. Classify email into spam and non spam.
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**Figure 1. Feature selection**

VI. EXPERIMENT AND RESULT

Email in the personal inbox is used as a sample data for extraction into a form which could be submitted as input to the various algorithms chosen. We extracted a total of 849 Emails from the period December 2016 to March 2017 with 41 features. Out of 41 features, 9 features carrying only 5-10% values are most likely not useful to carry any classification and such features are removed. Also we have ignored features that are not directly occurred in our collected sample. In order to obtain a training corpus for supervised learning algorithms, emails were classified as spam and non spam. The main purpose is to find out whether all features are required for email classification. Whether accuracy of classifiers are affected by feature subset selection.

**TABLE.1. DATA DESCRIPTION TABLE**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No. of features</th>
<th>No. of instances</th>
<th>No. of classes</th>
<th>Missing values</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>32</td>
<td>849</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>yes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Experiment is conducted using Weka tool with four different feature selection methods along with supporting search techniques. The resulting subset are used further with standard classifiers for classification.

**TABLE 2. EXPERIMENT OUTPUT**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Feature selection technique</th>
<th>Search Techniques</th>
<th>No of features selected</th>
<th>Classifiers</th>
<th>Accuracy</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Cfs Subset Eval</td>
<td>Best-First</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>J48</td>
<td>89.63%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chisquare attribute eval</td>
<td>Ranker</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>SMO</td>
<td>94.82%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gain Ratio Attribute Eval</td>
<td>Ranker</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>Adaboost</td>
<td>88.34%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wrapper subset Eval</td>
<td>Greedy search</td>
<td>7</td>
<td></td>
<td>93.05%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

[9]Cfs Subset Val evaluates subsets of features by considering the individual predictive ability of each feature along with the degree of redundancy between them. Chi Squared Attribute Eval evaluates chi squared statistics with respect to class. Gain Ratio Attribute Eval methods evaluate by measuring the gain ratio with respect to the class. Wrapper subset Eval evaluates attribute sets by using a learning scheme. SMO classifier shows higher accuracy among all classifiers but it takes more time to build model. Comparatively all three classifiers shows decrease in accuracy with feature subsets used by Cfs Sub set Eval technique. All classifiers shows higher accuracy when used with Wrapper feature selection as it evaluates feature subset using classifier. Chi square attribute eval performs well than Gain Ratio Attribute Eval feature selection technique.

VII. CONCLUSION

Experiment result shows that use of various feature selection techniques with search method to reduce dimension of dataset. For email dataset SVM (SMO) shows higher accuracy but took more time to build. Adaboost performs poor with selected feature set. The time to build model and size of feature subsets vary with each method. Once best feature selection technique is detected for a data set same can be use along with classifier to increase the accuracy.
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